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Editorial
Executive Editor’s babbling

Autumn has well arrived and it’s 
time for the international edition 
of Supernatantti! Working on this 

magazine has been a great joy and I hope all 
our readers will enjoy it as much as I’ve enjoyed 
making it. As the name implies, this edition has 
been especially dedicated to the international 
people in our guild. I hope that after reading 
this magnificent piece of art, you’ll be a bit 
more familiar with Histoni and its finest jewel, 
this magazine.
 
In a world which is getting all the time more 
globalized it’s important to create and maintain 
relationships which reach over lingual and 
ethnic barriers. I’m glad to say that these 
barriers are getting more and more demolished 
among Histonis. It’s wonderful to know 
that internationality is one of Histoni’s ever-
growing prides: we’ve had international board 
members and our information is provided 
both in Finnish and in English. I hope we 
have managed to create an environment where 
events and guild rooms are open to everyone 
no matter what language they might happen to 
speak.

But as usual, there’s always room for 
improvement. I personally dread the fact 
that there seems to be a bit of a gap between 
international/exchange students and Finnish 
students. I understand the reasons for this, 
but since multiculturalism is always a treasure, 
I wish that we, as a board and as a magazine 
and as a student unity, could develop even 
more interaction between said groups and—
well, dismiss the “groups” and act as one happy 
bunch. 

Also, in addition to how fun communicating 
with different people is, the bold truth is that we 

are the strongest when we are together and act 
as one. It’s important that we get international 
people integrated among Finnish people to 
create stronger bonds and to make sure that no 
voice gets left behind. Biochemistry students 
are a minority in the vast University of Oulu 
and it’s easy for an individual to be forgotten 
and to become invisible. Through community 
there’s always a better chance to get your voice 
heard and opinion to matter.

With these words I encourage all our readers to 
be open-minded towards new people, to find 
the richness that we truly have when we have 
a guild room full of people from all over the 
world—and, what is more important (to me, at 
least), to enjoy this brand new Supernatantti.
 
Have a lovely autumn!

Pauliina Junttila
Media Representative

mediavastaava@histoni.fi
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Word from the Board
Column by the head of the Histoni board

Hello everybody, it’s me, your beloved 
chairman, for a little more time. It feels 
as if I had just started my chairman 

duties and time has just flown away. To be 
honest, it has been a rough year, but it has been 
an honour to be in this position. Our board has 
accomplished a lot. I’m really proud of them <3

This autumn we have had many fun and 
interesting events. We had the Bioquiz with 
Syntaksis and the Biochemiscal society, which 
was a huge succes. Hopefully we will do 
something like that in the future as well. 

Another great event was our annual guild 
meeting on 2.11., when the new board of 2018 
was elected. Many active members showed up 
and we got a fabulous new board for next year. 
We voted for many places and the votings were 
tough! I’m so proud of you, my beloved Histonis! 
I´m glad that we have so active members!

Talking about active members; are you active 
member but weren´t able to join the board or 
don’t have time for that? Don’t worry, because 
we have this “Veli, auta”- team which is for 
members who want to help our board when 
needed. Its easy way to be involved in guild 
activity! And freshmen, it’s easy way to gain 
points for the fuksipassi (wink wink). If you 
need more information about this, contact  
puheenjohtaja@histoni.fi. We also have a 
Facebook group with the same name so feel free 
to join us!

What about future events? At end of this 
month 30.-1.12. Histoni goes with other OLuT-
members to the Natural scientist Christmas 
cruise, which starts from Turku. On the bus 
ride we’ll have a fantastic cruise video to which 
you can submit your most disturbed clips, and 

the best ones will be added and shown on the 
bus. Hopefully it’s gonna be a great trip!

The cruise is also a great beginning for 
Christmas season which will continue with our 
own pre-christmas party on 5.11. I know I’m 
not the only one who has been waiting for it 
for the whole autumn, maybe the whole year. 
Each year’s class will have their own program, 
which can be almost anything. There will also 
be a traditional Christmas meal and glögi and 
pipari. Come to have a blast with Histonis and 
celebrate the end of the year! 

Bestest regardzz evaah,

Emma Karjalainen
Chair of Histoni ry

puheenjohtaja@histoni.fi
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International Master’s 
Program students year 2017

•	 I am Ashwini Kedari. I come from 
Mumbai, India.

•	 I have completed my master’s degree 
in Biotechnology before coming to 
Oulu.

•	 Finland is really a beautiful country. 
It has a interesting history and I am 
glad that this year I will be able to 
see its 100th Independence Day. 
Oulu  is peaceful and calm, I have 

enjoyed my stay here till now. It gives 
you many opportunity to interact 
with people around the world as 
there are so many international 
students and workers here. I had so 
many new learning  experiences  in 
the university. It has very balanced 
work and personal life. Saunas are 
the best part of life here.  I am still 
hunting for an mesmerizing aurora 
and look forward to see snow for the 
first time in my life.

•	 I like to play cricket as I was a 
former player in my city but as 
on now I am really discovering 
different ways to cook with new 
ingredients available here which 
is not available in my country. I 
am really enjoying cooking in  the 
Finnish way. Morever, I am  trying 
to learn Finnish and hopefully one 
day I’ll start playing ice hockey 
and football here. Additionally, 
I also like to travel a lot and it would 
be great if I get an opportunity to 
explore Finland.

Acouple of months ago in the au-
tumn 2017 we had a bunch of new 
international master’s students 

from all over the world starting their stud-
ies with biochemistry. To get to know them 
better, we decided to interview them with a 
few basic  questions:

1) Who are you and where are you from?
2) What did you study before coming to 
Oulu?
3) How have you liked Oulu and Finland 
so far?
4) Any additional information you want to 
share? 
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My name is Mariana Cázares and I come 
from México. I studied Engineering in 
Biotechnology for my bachelor’s degree in 
my home city, Querétaro. I’ve loved Finland 
so far and especially  Oulu, which is an 
absolutely charming small city. I enjoy how 
calm it is and being surrounded by nature all 
the time; it is the perfect place for running, 
which I do as a hobby. I don’t mind the cold 
weather because it gives me a good excuse 
to bake more. I always have fun preparing 
all kinds of food but especially desserts, 
including Finnish pulla. An interesting fact 
about me is that both my parents studied 
music which has inevitably made me enjoy 
singing and playing the piano. 

My name is Evans Kofi Eshriew and I come 
from Calgary, Canada. I had my bachelor’s 
degree in Cellular and Molecular Biology 
with a minor in Chemistry at Mount Royal 
University. Choosing to come to University 
of Oulu wasn’t a difficult decision at all given 
that I attended a tertiary institution like the 
size of University of Oulu. The quality of 
teaching, the teacher to student ratio, the 
opportunity to unleash my potential, the 
world class cutting edge research carried 
out at the University of Oulu was what 
stood out for me and I don’t regret choosing 
this amazing institution. The first week was 
tough but Oulu is gradually growing on 
me and am loving it. I enjoy watching and 
playing soccer. 
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I am S A Iqbal from Bangladesh studying 
now in Master’s degree of Protein science 
and Biotechnology. I have completed 
my Bachelor and Master’s degree in 
Biotechnology and Genetic Engineering in 
my home country. Based on the standard of 
living and quality of life, I like Finland most. 
As a society it is transparent and open, and 
low levels of corruption and education are 
always considered to be the top priorities. 
The high-quality teaching, advanced 
educational system, modern study 
environment and research infrastructure 
are attractive and competitive in Finland. 

After completing my Master’s degree, I 
want to pursue my study in PhD level. I 
have plan to complete my PhD here if I get 
the opportunity. The nature of Finland as 
well as Oulu, like northern lights, midnight 
sun in the summer, the beautiful autumn, 
are very attractive. I have enjoyed these 
beauties of nature in Finland. Oulu is one 
of the most suitable cities for biking, I like 
biking here. Moreover, I have some hobbies 
like traveling, playing volleyball, football 
etc. 

 Hei, My name is Maryam. Well, I 
must say I came from a little city with 
thousands year age in northwest of Iran 
and near Turkey border. My city is known 
as the city of sunflowers in Iran because 
it is pole of sunflowers in middle east. 
I have completed my master’s degree 
in Microbial Biotechnology and after 
that decided to join to an international 
program to get more skills and knowledge 
and be in contact with researchers from 
all over the world. I selected Finland 
because it is peaceful and known for its 
education. Actually, my favourite hobbies 
are travelling and shopping like most of 
girls and spending time with animals. I am 
crazy about them. 
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My name is Carlos Vela Rodríguez and 
I’m from a smaller city called Coacalco 
in State of Mexico,  north to Mexico City 
but  I always say I come from Mexico City 
to keep it simple. My bachelor’s degree is 
in Food Engineering and I am so happy 
that I could study other  languages during 
that time. I don’t really like crowds or big 
cities, ironic regarding where I come from; I 
prefer  quietness and the smell of wet soil 
and the feel of cool wind on my skin to the 
never-ending sound of cars on a hot day, so 
Northern Finland seemed like the obvious 
place for me to study. Even though Finland 
welcomed me with a rainy sky I have loved 
every bit of it, when it›s bright blue, when 
it›s utterly cloudy and specially when it is 
as starry as though a million crystals have 
been shattered to cover the black silky sky. I 
am not an outdoorsy person and I›d rather 
stay home reading than going to a pub but 
I would hardly ever refuse to meet with a 
friend.  I also like writing for myself and 
painting simple things, as well as cooking 
and baking.

The girl in the photo is my sister and she 
is the person with whom I always enjoy 
myself the most and I most admit, the one 
I miss the most. 



A.R.
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What is your job description?

I work as a scientist, but I can also 
participate in the marketing. In the 
beginning of September I was able to 
participate in a conference in Denver where 
I marketed our company’s biomarker and 
TRAC measuring services. Developing and 
maintaining TRAC (a measuring method of 
gene expression levels) technology were my 
main duties. I also participate in biomarker 
measurements.

Do you have any hobbies?

I play American football as a wide receiver. 
So, I will try to catch a thrown ball and 
advance with it to the goal. I play as number 
90 in the Northern Lights women’s team. 
I have also been pole dancing for several 
years and guided some classes at a local pole 
dancing company called Tankotaivas. Pole 
dancing is a very addictive sport, because 
you can develop fast. At first some moves 
can feel really difficult and seem to defy 
laws of physics, but after a while you can 
learn it. I also play Finnish skittles (kyykkä) 

Oona Kivelä graduated with a 
Master’s Degree from Molecu-
lar Medicine from the University 

of Oulu on Spring 2017. In addition 
to her biochemistry studies she has 
also completed 70 ECTS credits minor 
from IT and computer science. Cur-
rently she’s working Valifinn and has 
given us an interview on her career 
path and on her toughts about study-
ing biochemistry and future prospects 
of an aspiring scientis. 

Oona Kivelä
Biokemisti työelämässä:
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and at the moment I am the chairman of 
the largest Finnish skittles association, 
OAMK ry (Oulun Akateeminen Mölökky- 
ja Kyykkäseura ry, the Oulu’s Academic 
Association of Mölkky and Kyykkä). All 
the students and teaching personnel of the 
University of Oulu are welcome to join this 
association.

What made you to choose biochemistry?

My favourite subject in high school was 
biology and a gene technology course was 
the most interesting course I took. So, I 
applied to bio-related degree programs in 
Finland. I did not know so much about 
biochemistry then, but luckily, I applied 
and got a chance to study it in Oulu!

What kind of skills learnt at the 
university have been most useful to 
you? What other skills would you have 
wanted to learn?

In addition of the contents of the courses, 
it has been useful that the majority of the 
courses have been arranged in English. 
My studies have also helped me develop 
my tendency to question things. The 
programming courses taught me a lot 
about problem solving as well. In addition 
I would have liked to study marketing and 
pedagogy.

How did you end up in your current 
position?

I have ended up to my current position 
by being active. I looked for a summer 
job from different research groups at the 
university and Biocenter. Fortunately, I got 
a place from the research group of Seppo 
Vainio, which had a cooperation project 
with a company called ValiFinn. After the 
summer, I got to do my Master’s Thesis for 
the same company, which later translated 
into a workplace.

What was the subject of your Master’s 
Thesis?

The topic of my Master’s Thesis was 
“Investigations of possible biomarkers for 
prostate cancer”. In my Master’s Thesis, I 
dealt with three research questions. Firstly, 
I got to test a drug for prostate cancer which 
was undergoing clinical trials. With that I 
treated PC-3 and LNCaP cell lines. Secondly, 
I designed potential gene biomarkers for 
prostate cancer based on literature. Thirdly, 
I compared qPCR and TRAC methods for 
measuring these biomarkers.

Your greetings to the biochemistry 
students of University of Oulu?

Study hard and have fun!

L.R.

“My studies have also 
helped me develop my 
tendency to question 

things”
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What is the difference between an enzyme and a hormone? 
- You cannot hear an enzyme.

*

There’s a PCR machine in the lab that, whilst it’s working, insists on telling jokes and 
generally messing about. The spectrophotometer turns to the centrifuge and says: ”Look 
at him! What the hell does he think his job is?!”. Centrifuge replies “Oh, he’s just cloning 

around”.

*

How does pyruvate get to work? 
- On its Krebs cycle.

* 
What’s a pirate’s favourite amino acid? - Arrrrrrginine.

*

What does DNA stand for?  
-National Dyslexics Association.

* 
What’s the best way to make hormone?

- You take her from behind

*

Why did the person with a helmith infection laugh when she started producing IgE?

- It was just a humoral response!

*

What do you call the leader of a biochemist gang?

- The Nucleus

*

Why are men sexier than women? 

- You can’t spell sexy without XY

L.R.

Jokes for

Biochemists
Bad jokes are very common for biochemists and we laugh at things any 

sane people would not. Here are some to amuse your friends with!
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Histoni meets 

Sepi Kumpulainen

A historic moment in Tuba: a bunch of Histonis got to meet the man behind the beloved 
Dippadai, or “Railakas ilta Venetsiassa”. Such an honor <3
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Histoni’s Freshman party
2017
Freshman Party Report 2017 
Reporter: Janica Thomasson 
To: Readers of Supernatantti 
Date: 29.9.2017

It all began at Puistokatu 6A. We, the 
freshmen who had showed up, were 
divided to five groups. The writer got two 
nice freshman friends for orienteering 
company, and together we formed a group 
called Mysteeri. For our theme we selected 
Hungary, since we had a mysterious 
Hungarian waiter among us. 

Our journey began and we headed towards 
the first checkpoint. To our luck it wasn’t 
far away so we arrived to the checkpoint 
quickly. Our task was to place biochemistry 
timepoints to a timely arrangement, and 
extra points were given for right years. We 
survived the challenge and soon continued 
our journey with A plus papers, content 
with our successful beginning.

Next we got to show our acrobatic and 
wellies-throwing skills. In our opinion 
we should have earned a better score, but 
apparently something was missing from 
our accomplishment. On our way to the 
next checkpoint we planned what we could 
do better and decided to add a dance show 
as our program. 

On the third checkpoint our task was to 
carry a football in the air without hands and 
go around a tree twice per freshman. After 
this we needed to kick the ball to a goal… 
You can try and guess how well this went.

On the next checkpoint Robin’s heart was 
missing a piece and Barbie hyped her 
perfectness. So, the task was to guess, what 
the freshman in turn was hearing from 
headphones on their ears. Clues could be 

The invincible winning team

The mature form of the multidomain 
fuksirein-protein.
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given as pantomime performance. This 
checkpoint we cleared so well that the 
checkpoint guards even drew us a small 
heart as a thank-you. 

The next two checkpoints tested our 
improvising and expressing skills. First, we 
were attacked by a dragon that threatened to 
eat us. To save ourselves we had to sacfrifice 
our delicious cherry pies. We were afraid 
that the dragon might return so we decided 
to head to next checkpoint. There we made 
our own version of Star Wars, according to 
the taste of checkpoint guards. 

At this point we realized that we had 
accidentally skipped one checkpoint. 
Whoops…

At the eighth checkpoint we got to hear 
that  we have been fooled. We’re not 
studying at the University of Oulu—we are 
at the Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and 
Wizardy. We got to play Quidditch and 
our seeker found the snitch quickly ending 
the game soon. If only we had gotten a real 
Nimbus 2000 to lend from this checkpoint, 
we would have easily managed to pass all 
checkpoints.

On the second last checkpoint we connected 
logos and names. With good reasoning and 
guessing we got pretty far, but Loimu we got 
right by knowledge. At the last checkpoint 
we were put into a nasty situation since we 
had to torture one of our freshman friends. 
They tried to tell us a safeword, but they 
were hard to understand with a tape on 
their mouth. Luckily on our second guess 
we managed to get the safeword right and 
saved our friend from further suffering.

To our luck we managed to go through all 
checkpoints in time, after which we headed 

back to Puistokatu to continue the evening 
and to wait for results. While waiting, 
we enjoyed snacks and punch in great 
company. Finally, the results were revealed 
and we reached to second place. Because 
of our success we were blamed from using 
immoral ways to get points. However, we 
knew better that we had earned every single 
point.

Freshly crowned Mr and Miss Histoni 
2017!

Histoni’s Freshman party
2017
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The evening continued in merry 
atmosphere. Talking and laughing was all 
around. When it was time to compete for 
the titles of Mr and Miss Histoni in turn 
were magnificent foil- and newspaper 
costumes and even more laughter. We left 
together to the afterparty so no one would 
get lost on the way. On that night, one could 
spot fuksirein, i.e. a protein composed of 
freshmen bound together by freshman 
bidnings, on the streets of Oulu.

Comments from some freshmen about the 
evening: 

“It was fun. We gave 100 percent effort.” 
“I thought we did well but then I heard 
their points :(“ 
“Getting naked and embarrassing myself 
in front of whole Histoni was one of the 
highpoints of the evening.”

Finally, Mr Histoni 2017 would like to thank 
Sebastian Hämäläinen for help with the 
competition!

J.T.

P.S. Join Suppi- it’s fun!

Then few fabulous photographs 
from our paparazzi’s camera:
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Higher ground
USA. The greatest nation in the world. A country where people 
are free to pursue their dreams. An environment where ambitious 
people turn visions into reality. A place where everything is possible. 
America has given birth to many incredible athletes and unbelievable 
number of Olympic gold medalists. It’s the home of many great writers, 
artists and musicians of our lifetime, such as T.S. Eliot, Jackson Pollock and 
(*gasP*) Beyoncé.  You can see their legacy and influence in every corner of 
the world. The USA does not only shine with their achievements in culture 
but also in science. The US citizens have made many important scientific 
discoveries throughout the course of history and we use every day items and 
applications designed by the Americans on daily basis. Lesser countries can 
only envy some of the things they have created; that is why many leaders 
constantly seek guidance from America. Their military force is unmatched 
and their allies can rely on its help during the times of need. This has earned 
them reputation as the defender of the weak and the leader of the western 
world.

Is there ever going to be a country as magnificent as the US? I don’t 
think so. God bless America.
 
#AmericaHasAlwaysBeenGreat #LandOfTheFreeHomeOfTheBrave

down below
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Ask Dr. Floyd
Are you in need of advice? Feeling blue about something? 

Dearly loved Dr. Floyd is here to give you his guidance on any 

subject you come up with.

Autumn has been busy time for our beloved Dr. Floyd with all these 
brain-wrecking questions that have kept our readers awake on those 
lonely nights they should have spent writng lab reports. Luckily, Dr. 
Floyd, never afraid of a challenge, has once again proved his stunning  
problem solving skills and has come up with handy answers

If, purely theoretically, I had accidentally locked myself to the x-ray crystallography 
chamber last night, how many Banana equivalent doses (BED) I have been exposed to? 
Will I get superpowers?

- Concerned intern

Dear Concerned intern,

I’m afraid I cannot provide a direct answer, as you’ve left out some important components your 
scenario, such as whether the x-ray beam was turned on or not, where were you positioned in the 
room and – most importantly - if you ate any bananas during the exposure. Given you’re still able 
to write coherently and don’t describe suffering of any unpleasant symptoms, I estimate you’re 
safely under 1 million BEDs. However, if you ate any bananas… uh, don’t get scared if your skin 
starts turning yellow and peeling off. It’s only a sign you’re your newly acquired superpowers are 
starting to kick in. The process is completely harmless – definitely not lethal - and will pass in 
time. Just… don’t panic, okay? It’s- it’s going to be alright.

To-do list: [x] Your mom

I congratulate you for being brave enough to publicly admit you’re a motherf-cker.
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Dear Dr. Floyd

Why is my classmate rambling about crystals all the time? Has he become some sort 
of a new age hippie?

- Concerned citizen

Dear Concerned citizen,

Probably, and you have every right to be concerned – your friend is potentially messing with 
highly dangerous matters! Once one strays too deep into the world of crystallization, there is no 
coming back… their lives will be forever lost. Keep an eye on your friend, and stay cautious; you 
never know when they may try to convert you too. Look out for words such as “protein”, “vapor 
diffusion” and “precipitant”. If they mention any of them, run and don’t look back. At that point, 
your friend is beyond saving.

Is Earth flat?

- Pancake

Yes. Santa, Easter Bunny and Tooth Fairy are also all real, and so is the boogeyman under your 
bed. It’s also completely possible to turn in your lab reports in time, and not die on the inside while 
writing your bachelor’s and master’s theses. What, too far?
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Dr. Floyd thanks all of you who 
have sent questions!

Dr Floyd

Why is the milk always gone?

Because people drink it. Shocking, isn’t it?

Why is there popcorn in my ear?

Rgds, Worm

Maybe it just wanted someone to listen to it for once. Who knows what sorrows burden its soul? 
What horrors it has been seen? All it remembers it being shoved into a weird metal box, and 
next there is a flash of white hot searing pain as its skin ruptures, and it screams: “POP!”. Then 
everything went black, and when it woke up, it could not recognize itself in the mirror anymore. 
It doesn’t know who it is or what has it become… It just wants someone to listen…

What is the molecular structure of Gambina? Can it be used as a replacement for 
Virkon?

- Lemon man

The molecular structure of Gambina is a well-guarded secret that only a chosen few are allowed 
to know. It’s been said that the structure is something so divine that a normal person wouldn’t 
even be able to comprehend it, and if an unworthy person were to cast their eyes on it, their eyes 
would burn into their sockets. Keeping this in mind, it goes without saying that Gambina is a 
blessed, heavenly drink full of potential that can be used for anything at all. Be warned, though, 
that it is not recommended to go the other way around and try replacing Gambina with Virkon. 
Not only would you be committing an atrocious crime thinking something could ever replace 
Gambina, but you might also get a severe poisoning and die from ingesting Virkon. Though, at 
that point, you just might deserve the painful death for insulting Gambina in such a manner.
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Loimu – your choice for 
a partner in work-life

Have you ever wondered about your 
career? Would you like to have ideas and 
feedback on your CV and application 

letter? Do you wish to network with other 
professionals from your field and outside it? 
Do you want security for your work-life? Don’t 
look further, Loimu is the answer to all these 
questions and many more!

The Union of Professionals in Natural, 
Environmental and Forestry Sciences Loimu 
has professionally diverse membership. We 
represent biologists, bioscientists, chemists, 
forestry officials, meteorologists, geographers, 
physicists, mathematicians and many others. 
Our members work in all employer sectors and 
in many industries.

Loimu offers it’s members a variety of member 
services and membership benefits. Our 
advocacy team helps members with issues 
concerning employment contracts, lay-offs 
and unemployment, working abroad, parental 
leaves, working hours and annual holidays. Our 
career services gives advice on salary-related 
matters such as acceptable rate of pay, asking 
for a pay rise and changing position within an 
organisation.

Loimu has extensive career services to help 
members throughout their careers. Our 
career advisers give feedback on CVs and 
job application, both in Finnish and English. 
We also give feedback on LinkedIn profiles. 
Loimu also offers career coaching through the 
UpPartners training company. Loimu has its 
own mentoring program and we also provide 
members with information on job vacancies.

The union holds annual training courses related 
to working life. The purposes of the training 
include development of one’s professional skills, 
learning how to negotiate terms and conditions 
of employment, and help in changing career. 
We also offer training in management skills and 
industry and sector-specific topics.

Membership in Loimu offers security for work 

and private life. Loimu insures its members 
through the Turva insurance company. 
Members are insured by leisure-time travel 
insurance that also covers trips made with a 
grant (for example to a scientific conference) 
and travel insurance for work with organisations 
that covers training and other events provided 
by the union. Members are also insured by a 
professional third party liability insurance and 
legal expenses insurance. 

Full members of Loimu are insured against 
unemployment trough the unemployment 
benefit fund Erko. Student members of Loimu 
are also welcome to join Erko provided they are 
currently employed.

Other membership benefits of Loimu include 
our magazine Loimu which is published six 
times a year, Akava calendar, Member+ -service, 
and many travel- and tourism-related benefits.

You’ll find more information about us from our 
webpage: https://www.loimu.fi/en.

Maija Arvonen

Loimu’s Chief negotiator  
from University sector
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Quinine
The healing powers of gin tonic 

Molecule of the Month

Quinine is a cinchona alkaloid. Its formula 
is C20H24N2O2 and the molar mass is 
324.42 g/mol. Quinine is present and 

abundant in the bark of Remijia and Cinchona 
trees. Both trees are native to southern tropical 
America. The chemical structure of quinine is 
presented in figure 1.

The history of discovering quinine has a few 
different views. There is, for 
example, a legend of an Indian 
with high fever lost in a jungle. 
There he ends up drinking 
from a pool of water, which he 
noticed to be bitter. The sitting 
water had been contaminated 
by the surrounding quina-
quina trees. Soon, the fever 
dropped and the man went 
to his village to tell what had 
happened. Thereafter extract 
from the quina-quina bark has 
been used to treat fever by the 
villagers. The other version goes that the Spanish 
Countess of Chincho contracted a fever in Peru 
and was cured by the tree bark. She returned to 
Spain with the bark and introduced quinine to 
Europe. After around 100 years botanist Carl 
Linnaeus named the tree “Cinchona” in her 
honor.

The medical significance of quinine is focused on 
treating malaria, a parasitic disease transferred 
by certain mosquitoes. The mechanism how 
quinine fights malaria is still unknown. It is 
theorized to be toxic to the malaria parasites 
by interfering with the parasite’s ability to break 
down and digest hemoglobin. Even though we 
don’t know the exact mechanism of quinine, it 
has been a real problem for the parasites too. 

It took relatively long time for 
malaria parasites to develop 
resistance to quinine. The use 
of quinine started in the 17th 
century but the first reported 
resistance was not until 1910. 

Back in the day when quinine was 
the most important substance to 
treat and prevent malaria, it was 
usually taken in form of tonic 
water, which was very bitter. To 
make it more pleasant to drink, 
British officers in the early 19th 

century added water, sugar, lime and gin to the 
tonic water. The gin tonic cocktail was invented. 
Nowadays quinine is used as a flavor component 
in tonic water and bitter lemon drink mixers to 
give them the characteristic bitter taste. Since 
tonic water is no longer used to treat malaria, 
the amount of quinine in it is much less than 
before. 

 To make it more 
pleasant to drink, 

British officers in the 
early 19th century add-
ed water, sugar, lime 
and gin to the tonic 

water.
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Figure 1. Structure of Quinine

One of the interesting qualities of quinine is its 
fluorescence. Under UV-light, quinine emits 
cyan light. It is rather dim and hard to see in 
daylight but some bartenders use it to produce 
a nice visual effect in your drink. Besides all its 

nice properties, too much quinine can cause 
serious side effects including vomiting, loss of 
vision, disturbances in heart rhythms and many 
others.

S.H.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quinine https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC3121651/ 
https://www.drugbank.ca/drugs/DB00468  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cinchoneae  
http://www.who.int/ith/diseases/malaria/en/  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gin_and_tonic 
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In fact!
Fun facts to tell so you can hide 
your internal suffering

1.Did you know that a sweet, innocent baby 
can cost around 750 hours of sleep from 

his or her parents during the baby’s first year? 
(What about biochemistry? How many hours of 
sleep does one year of biochemistry cost? You 
know what, I’d bet on biochemistry for being 
more scarring experience).

2. And do you know what’s freaking cheesy? 
The fact that the most shoplifted food item 

in Europe is cheese. Like, for real. Wait a second 
Imma pinch a fucking gouda wheel. 

3. Do you like Nutella? You know, spread 
on a crépe, brushed on a sundae, hidden 

inside a cupcake (okay okay who am I kidding, 
straight outta jar it is). Did you know that it was 
invented during World War II by  a cheap-ass 
Italian pastry maker who wanted to make his 
chocolate storages last longer? He decided to 
add some hazelnuts into chocolate because hey, 
they’re both brown and cocoa is also a nut (well, 
bean, actually but close enough *finger guns*) 
so what’s the problem?

4. Talking about problems, I bet you’re afraid 
of something. I, for example, am terrified 

of clowns. But did you know there’s a phobia 
called phobophobia which means the fear of 
phobias. My 2 AM brain finds this freaking 
meta. Like, come on. That’s some strange stuff.  

5. If I had to choose what animal I’d want to 
be, it would most likely be armadillo. Why? 

Because those guys spend around 80 percent of 
their life asleep. In contrast, I personally spend 
around 20 percent of my life sleeping. I might 
need help, tbh. It’d be fab to have it the other 
way around. 

6. You should by now know that we in 
Supernatantti surely love to cook and do 

stupid stuff in the kitchen. What you maybe 
didn’t know is that the world’s oldest known 
recipe is for beer. I mean, you gotta respect 
history. Bottoms up!

7. There’s a study conducted in Scotland 
which shows that it’s 20% more likely to die 

of a heart attack on Mondays than other days of 
the week. And some have the nerve to say it’s 
just a regular day!

8. Consuming 80-100 cups of coffee a day is a 
lethal dose. Who’s ready to try?

9. When making a magazine, due to the 
layout the page count should always be 

divisible by four. Do you know how often that 
happens? The answer is NEVER and that is, in 
fact, the main reason why executive editors are 
often sleep deprivied, way too easily irritated 
and on the verge of mental breakdown at least 
couple times a month. That’s also the reason 
why they come up with stupid-ass articles, like 
completely useless trivia pages.

10. I definitely, definitely did not fact-check 
these facts. Never trust anybody, kids.

P.J. 
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Here is an empty page for you to draw on:

Inspiration page
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Patches! Patches! Only 3 euros 
each! get yours and look cool!
Patches are sold in events of Histoni, at Histoni quild room and in 
Facebook group Haalarimerkkitori!

TEMPORARILY  OUT OF STOCK!

SALE!1,50€



27Työttömyyskassaan kuuluminen on fiksua! 

VAKUUTA ITSESI PAHAN PÄIVÄN VARALTA!
Kesätöiden alla on hyvä muistaa 
liittyä työttömyyskassaan, jotta 
ehdit kerryttää työssäoloehdon 
täyteen ennen valmistumistasi. 
Työttömyyskassa toimii kuten 
muut vakuutukset, et voi ottaa sitä 
takautuvasti.

Loimun alojen opiskelijoiden vuoden 
2015 kesätöiden keskiansio oli noin 
2 000 € kuukaudessa. Näillä tuloilla 
ansiosidonnaisen päivärahan suuruus olisi 
noin 1 200 € kuukaudessa, joka on noin 
500 € Kelan maksamia tukia suurempi.

Työssäoloehdon kriteerit pähkinänkuoressa:

• Voimassaoleva palkkatyösuhde liittymishetkellä
• Opiskeluaikana yhteensä 26 työviikkoa, 

minimityöajan ollessa 18 tuntia viikossa. 
Opetustyössä työaika on 8 opetustuntia viikossa.

• Korkeakouluopinnot pidentävät tarkastelujaksoa 
korkeintaan seitsemällä vuodella. Muutoin 
tarkastelujakso jonka aikana työviikot tulee kerryttää, 
on 28 kuukautta.

• Kokopäiväisessä työsuhteessa palkan pitää olla 
vähintään TES:n mukainen. Jos alalla ei ole työ
ehtosopimusta, palkan on oltava täysiaikaisesta työstä 
vähintään 1 187 € kuukaudessa (2017). Osaaikaisten 
ja tuntityöläisten palkat suhteutetaan työaikaan.

Liity Loimuun ja 
työttömyyskassaan 

osoitteessa  
www.loimu.fi.
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